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ME4 Writers present...
Readings from 

The Seventh Traveller
   On 3,4 and 5 June 2010, ME4 Writers presented extracts from 
their multimedia project, The Seventh Traveller as part of the 
Dickens Festival in Rochester. Here for your reading pleasure 
are the texts in full. 

Part ghost story – part mystery – part online game – part  
history walk. The Seventh Traveller is an event fusing 
literature, audio, film and art, created by our local group. It’s 
a multimedia event inspired by Charles Dickens’ short story ‘The 
Seven Poor Travellers’.

The cast for our story is chosen from the local celebrity  
history line-up: the place for our story is here, Rochester: the 
time is now and then. “Rochester is purgatory and for one night 
of the year you have a get out of hell free card – if you can 
get into the Six Poor Travellers House.”

The story of Ellen Bright, circus star, the last female lion 
tamer in the UK, who met a grisly death in Chatham, written by 
Sarah March d’Angelo.

The story of Jack and Kate, a mysterious timeless couple who 
live in the Shorts Tunnels, by Andrew Day.

The poetry of an audio walk based on a journey around  
Rochester by Roy Smith - see page 6 for how to download. 

And, the story of Swift Nick Nevison, the gentleman highwayman 
who carried out a daring robbery in Gads Hill, by Sam Hall.

Let us take you on a journey through an alternative  
Rochester...

Who is the Seventh traveller?

Once upon a time in purgatory…

The drunken lad walks down Rochester High Street to catch the last train, not even trying to 
avoid the rancid puddles that the usual Saturday night’s hi-jinx have left behind. He eyes up 
the two drunken girls, with sky-high heels, short skirts, legs goosebumping in the chill,  
giggling as they call a cab. 

He ignores the faces of the people, pale people, strange otherworldly people not wearing 
clothes like most of those who have fallen out of the pubs and bars and stand shouting and 
planning their next destination of revelry.

But if he would look, really look, he 
would see the strange people who dot 
the High Street. Clinging to the shadows, 
moving away from the light from the late 
night sandwich shop.  
Resting their hands on the stones, the few 
old stones that remain, as if an old friend 
recognised.

But he doesn’t look, and he doesn’t see 
them as they make their way to The Six 
Poor Travellers’ House. Well, maybe from 
the corner of his eye he sees a little boy, 
maybe he brushes past a young woman 
clad in a leotard, but you see such sights 
on Rochester High Street on a Saturday 
night. And as he wobbles past Eastgate 
House, he would see, if he could see 
properly, several gentlemen and ladies in 
finery reminiscent of old days. But these 
are not actors. If he tried to touch them 
would his hand go right through – or for 
this one night of the year – do these lost 
souls find corporeal form?

And there they gather, outside The Six Poor Travellers House, petitioning to be let in, and on 
this one night, all their olde worlde strangeness is on display for anyone who has eyes to see it.

But oh no, friend, he does not see it, though I know you do.  (SH)
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Ellen Bright was the daughter 
of John Bright, a bugle player in 
the George Wombwell’s Menagerie 
band. At the age of sixteen she 
became known as “The Lion Queen”. 
During a performance in January 
1850 in Chatham, in a cage with a 
lion and a tiger, she whipped the 
tiger, which was not obeying her 
commands, and was killed.

by Sarah March D’Angelo  

The Lion Queen and William Wombwell

William Wombwell crouched by the fire in the reception of the Alms House, weary and 
crestfallen. The flames reflected a yellow pallor in his face, drained of all expression, 

fixed in one of fear. He rubbed his hands together to benefit from the warmth of the furnace 
against the cold January night. Having paid his tuppence for bed and supper he had settled 
himself, and began to speak, to himself, to no one in particular. 

“Ellen Bright circus star! That’s what we had writ outside that place, and now my cuz is gone. 
She was a beauty. She had that long shiny black hair of me sister, and she was tall and proud, 
like the beast himself. She held herself like a proper Lady would, what a career before her…
gone!” 

William cupped his face in his hands and wept openly. A thought entered his grief and he 
looked up at his fellow travelers, at no one in particular, his face etched with pain. 

“What am I going to tell Peggie? Soon it will be all over the papers. I let it happen! She was 
the daughter of John Bright, a bugle player in my Menagerie band and by 16 everyone knows 
her as “The Lion Queen”!” 

“Last night, during the performance in a cage with a lion and a tiger, she whipped the tiger, 
cos he weren’t bidding her will. The tiger seized her by the throat and killed her,” Wombwell 
gained composure and seemed to reflect. 

“We are simple folk. We are of the people for the people. Life ain’t easy so you gotta live 
how you can to make a living. Nelly was the best! Something tells she’ll be the last. The way 
that crowd was baying for blood last night was criminal!” 

“The Lord knows us simple folk don’t last long in this world! Meself, I was only 25 years old 
when I passed over last year at the Coventry Great Fair. Me, I was killed by an elephant! They 
said I had fallen a victim to the anger of one of the elephants. Trouble was, I was keeper of the 
lions, but not of the elephants. I worked for me Uncle George, who was a Proprietor of Wild 
Beasts. Our whole family lived by the Cirque! And now our Nelly!” 

“I tell thee, when it happened to meself, I was sitting on some straw, in the booth, when the 
elephants started fighting. There was three of us there. I was scraping me shoes with a knife in  
me hand, I went into the den. They were two male elephants; one was larger than the other, and 
both are in the same den. I pricked him with the knife as all keepers do, when he knocked me 
down.” 

“The elephant had got me up in the corner of the den, and was boring at me with its tusks. I 
was crying for help. I could just walk out, but I was bleeding very much. He was a very quiet 
and tractable creature, and walked last year in the procession at Coventry. The beast was 
nearly seven feet high. I had known it for six years, and was in the habit of giving him his bread 
at night. I don’t think the elephant knew me when I first entered the den, which I did through a 
small door, and not by the usual way.” 

“The man whose duty it is to look after the elephants was lying drunk in another carriage. 
The elephant knelt on me and crushed me immediately!” 

“The wound was in the left groin. The tusk of the elephant had penetrated through the 
thigh, separating the muscles, and exposing the large arteries. I was all cut up, too shocking to 
describe, and the other thigh was wounded, though less severely. I died about one o’clock on 
Tuesday of the wounds I have described.” 

“The Jury, of course, returned a verdict of “Accidental Death.” 

William faded and reappeared to his hosts, vibrant again. 

“The same it will now be for our Nelly! All our folk will be there at the funeral, crying and 
paying their last respects! Let this end now! There must be a better way to earn a crust!” 

William faded away, disappearing, a tormented soul, into the icy Winter night. 

Indeed, Ellen Bright, who died in January 1850, was feted in the London papers, and was to 
be the last female lion tamer in Britain.
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Rochester audio walk
                                                                                                      by Roy Smith

A town of projected words 
                    mirrored on a journey through 
its changing spaces. Old and new 
struggle with culture and commerce, 
trapped in the farce of historic  
fetishism. Resisting regeneration,  
requesting restoration, parading half 
naked with a beer can and some chips, 
looking for a good time. To be walked 
and read and heard, with all the best 
intentions. A place I live.

Extracts from the walk >> page 13

mirrored
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    by Sam Hall

The legend of Swift Nick Nevison
Nick Nevison and Dick Turpin are sitting at a bar. 

Dick: Horse walks into a bar – the barman says – why the long face?

Nick: Listen Richard, quit the joking – I’m really very annoyed with you.

Dick: Get ‘em in Nick. Jar’s empty.

Nick throws 2 gold coins on the bar.

Nick: Drink my good woman. Thankee kindly.

Dick: Pffh. Charmer.

Nick: A little politeness does nobody no harm. You might do well to learn that.

Dick: What ever.

Nick: Yes, well, I haven’t ever killed anyone have I?

Dick: And you call yourself a highwayman?

Nick: Yes the Gentle Highwayman.

Dick: Gentleman John.

Nick: It’s Nick now, Swift Nick, old Charlie 2 gave me that moniker and that’s the moniker   
                   by which I shall henceforth be known.

Dick: Me and old Black Bess, we don’t need a gimmick. We let our actions speak...

Nick: So why exactly then have you claimed my ride from Gads Hill to York as your own?

Dick: Erm, well, yeah. I never said I did it. It that’s balladeer what done it. Immortalised me in  
                   song. I ain’t going to sing it, don’t worry.

Nick: It was my ride. I want a song. 

Dick: You’ve got a song.

Nick: “Bold Nevison” – it doesn’t even scan.

Dick: I dunno. It’s all right.

Nick: Did you ever hear told of that hero,  
                   Bold Nevison it was his name,  
                   And he rode about like a brave hero,  
                   And by that he gained a great fame,

             Now when I rode on the highway,  
                   I always had money in store.  
           

Nick (Cont’d):    And whatever I took from the rich 

              Why I freely gave it to the poor.

              I have never robbed no man of tuppence  
                  And I’ve never done murder nor killed.

             Though guilty I’ve been all my lifetime 

             ...So gentlemen do as you please.

             It’s that last line you see, it’s just doesn’t work.

Dick: I don’t mind it. You know Nevison, all I gotta say, is 200 miles from Gads Hill to York,  
                   on that horse, in one day. I’d like to buy that horse off ya. But don’t tell Bess. She can be  
                   a right ‘mare.

Nick: That was a good ruse. Getting the Lord Mayor of York to provide me alibi. You can’t  
                   believe how that impresses the ladies.

Dick: I can actually. They all think I did it!

Nick: That was my legend. In years to come people will be sitting in ale houses, thinking that  
                   you were the one with the fastest horse and the highwayman with the biggest cahones.

Dick: Them’s the breaks old man. Just goes to show you can’t always believe what you read  
                    in a history book. That’s presuming you can read of course. Not one of my strongest  
                    points...

Nick: Yes, well, fortunately you don’t need to be able to read to order another. It’s your round,  
                   Sir, I believe.

Nick/Dick: Cheers.

   ‘Swift Nick’ Nevison was a highway man and a gentleman. 
He never hurt people and his legendary ride from Gads Hill 
to York was wrongly attributed to Dick Turpin.

Readers Mike and Roy, Saturday’s 2nd show

“you call yourself 
                     a highwayman?”
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by Andrew Day

Jack and Kate
In the tunnels, something stirs. At the centre of the rotting labyrinth runs a huge, cavernous 

shaft, its concave sides wide enough to once have accommodated the passage of the  
brilliant white seaplanes, their hull shaped undersides loaded with terrible ordinance. From 
this great central tunnel springs sister tunnels, sub-tunnels and tangents, decked in  
flaking wartime markings, damp gummy stalagmites dripping dissolved mortar to their floors. 
Down one of these tangents, from its flat-walled end, comes a dull ochre glow. Closer  
inspection reveals the profile of a man and a woman taking tea at an occasional table, their 
dark sides picked out in an end of pier artist’s sharp-edged silhouette. They are locked in 
intense conversation. The man sits huge and swarthy, with heavy brows and a lantern jaw, his 
towering height folded awkwardly into the confines of a high armed Windsor chair. He wears 
a red guardsman’s tunic, whose brass buttons have turned verdigris green in the damp tunnel 
air. His female companion is a little younger than him, in her early twenties maybe. She has a 
girl’s face, pretty, yet touched by the marks of unwanted experience that age her features  
beyond her years. Her green eyes are a little dull, her red hair lank and the corners of her 
mouth are lined with the marks of false smiles and a lifetime of pouting. Her clothes are those 
of a street-walker, staid Victorian garb stripped down to a bare, suggestive minimum: ivory 
corset, tattered lace gloves and threadbare jade coloured skirts, finished off by ragged  
stockings and tarnished hobnail boots. Brandishing a bone china tea-cup, the woman fixes the 
guardsman’s gaze and speaks, with feeling:

“That Brad, he’s not good enough for her. The poor cow deserves better’n him, the cheating so 
and so.”

Opening his arms expansively and leaning back in his chair, the man replies:

“Well, what can I say pet, men have needs and if them needs aren’t served at home, then 
of course his eyes are going to go a-wandering. If Jennifer ain’t providing for him, then fair 
enough, I say.” 

Chuckling, he throws a soggy edged gossip magazine, RAT BRAD CHEATS JEN  
emblazoned on its cover, across the drop sided table.

“Maybe”, he continues, “if that Brad had a girl as fine as you, he’d never’ve had cause to 
stray.”

The woman giggles :

“Ooh, get you, you old charmer. You’re making me blush, you are. More tea Jack?”

This extract is from ‘Midway’.
Jack and Kate are ghosts, trapped in the Shorts Tunnels.

These tunnels were constructed in 1941 at the rear of the 
Shorts Seaplane Factory, on the Esplanade at Rochester. 
The original tunnels were two large, brick lined vaults, 
which were used by the company as a workshop area. These 
were later connected, by a 1,300 ft tunnel, to a series 
of underground passages, which were constructed as a 
public air raid shelter.

*You can read more of Midway at 
http://stroodlights.wordpress.com/category/midway/ 

“That Brad, he’s not good enough for her. 
The poor cow deserves better’n him, the cheating so and so.”
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He nods and she fills his cup from a blue and white Willow teapot, then stirs in milk and 
three sugars. He lifts his cup in salute:

“Cheers, Kate. You do make a good cuppa. Now…what’s for supper?”

“I don’t know. I’ll have a look and see what’s in”

Kate says and looks through the formica fronted cupboards that line the side of the tunnel. 
She picks through rows of brightly coloured cans and packets, inspecting the labels.

“Let’s see, we’ve got spam…more spam…or pot noodle. Chow mein flavour”

“I think I’ll have pot noodle” Jack replies, with a friendly wink, “I fancy a Chinese.”

Kate fills a red enamel kettle from a rusty faucet and places it on a battered stove, lighting 
the gas with a long cook’s match. She shakes the match flame out with a flick of her wrist, but 
the slight action seems to throw her off balance and she falls crumple-kneed to the floor in a 
slow swoon. Jack leaps up and gently puts his arms under Kate’s, carefully lifting her back to 
her feet.

“Are you alright pet?”, he asks, concern knitting its mark across his heavy brow. Kate puts 
her hands to the tabletop and leans over it, shaking her head from side to side to clear the fuzzy 
residue of her faint.

She replies, in a small, shaken voice: “Same as always Jack. You know how this place gets to 
me: I just can’t help it.”

Jack puts his hands around Kate’s waist and gently turns her to him. He pulls a cork  
stoppered brandy bottle out of his tunic and hands it to her:

“Here you go love. Have a little pick-me-up, won’t you?”

She pulls the cork and drinks thirstily from the bottle, wiping a white lace gloved hand 
across her lips afterwards. Kate looks to Jack, the fear in her eyes turning to affection.

“You’re a diamond Jack, you really are”, she says, kissing him daintily on the cheek; “you 
always know what to do when I come undone. Fair enough, ” she swigs from the bottle again, 
“the answer’s usually brandy, but, well, at least you know the answer, you gorgeous lummox, 
you.”

She puts her arms around Jack.

“Cheers pet. You mean the world to me, you know that”, he says, hugging her back. 
Looking over Kate’s shoulder, Jack stares down the tunnel, his eyes narrowing, as if trying to 
intimidate their subterranean gloom into retreat. Rapt with feeling, he whispers into her ear:

“I’m going to get us out of here Kate. I swear to it, on my life I do. I’m going to get us out of 
here”

Post office to cafe
Help us to care 

to bet here 

to find life in your shoes 

and pastures new that accommodate quality. 

don’t be afraid to speak out 

to kiss the bride and celebrate new arrivals 

its all window shopping 

a surface gloss 

we wash 

disguised in crumbling authority,

through some innocent metropolis 

the guts show through 

never truly independent 

laundered history of themed Brittania 

in lines all measured by design 

hold back the sale 

hold back the sign 

help us to care 

be more and hope to find 

what life is like? 

When change 

slips slowly 

behind theatre walls 

penetrating street fronts 

not hiding shop or star. 

Help us to care 

to bet here 

to find life, 

and shoes 

its just window shopping.

This is an extract from an 

audio walk which is 
available to download: 

http://me4writers.wordpress.com
by Roy Smith

>>>

3
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>>> In Vines
Walk confined in shaded spaces 

on the hottest days of summer through the weary neglected path. 

Stopping, occasionally caught in meticulous inspection 

the visitor calmly thinks. 

Hurried words and uncertain movements 

changes under foot and on the skyline, extending their inevitable reach. 

Creeping alterations make brothers of the past 

lost beyond restoration.

Neglected, but to what purpose? 

Hear voices mark unfinished future 

show a face or a pleasant smile, disguising unknown intention 

stroll past living death 

or breath the atmosphere combined. 

A monarch or an author harvests words and power close, 

both pray on citizens desire 

to feel a higher call or purpose 

and sell their flags at the highest price. 

The storm strikes fiercest at the centre, beyond the oldest and the new, 

it rips at what may be intended and presents us with a blur. 

Though it falls to us to wonder, sculpted fresh or rotten tree 

know that things placed here tomorrow, will soon fade replaced in perpetuity.

>>>

9
>>> Hospital to Poor travelers house
Millennium commended the seasons change with a bloody steak wrapped in bread, and 

leaving no trace on pavement or close camera footage. Pass privately letting happy visitors 
alone, but I vouch the gifts incorporated will fade, prosecuted by time.

>>> Steps to Epaul
And rising into the light reveals something else. Occasionally these gardens are home to a 

variety of festivity; in my mind they are the centre of this place, locked in my memory; I stare 
up at the walls. In daylight hours children play and tourists mill around in curiosity, climbing 
the steps to capture views across the river or looking through arrow slits to pull faces at their 
friends outside. Later some drink and worry the authorities with reports of nuisance behaviour, 
riding bikes in the moat or making noise, but none of this matters, as ultimately all time passes.

 
People work to protect or renovate these crumbling walls, arguing with those who seem to 
neglect their stewardship, but perhaps have an alternative understanding of what it means 
to preserve. I am unsure and will not know if their efforts are worthwhile and do not have the 
mind to guess. It is as much as it is; in my personal history the gates and kiosk, down to the 
permanently lodged cannon ball, merge freely with the norman rock. The bandstand and the 
litter with the stalls and the fair; the tempest with a burning cello and fireworks exploding 
above Tchaikovsky, all the things that will be seen and done that will fascinate and disappear, 
but resonate within.

23

18
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All writings are copyright to the writers, if you wish to reproduce them in any other format, 
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Find out more about The Seventh Traveller at
http://the7thtraveller.wordpress.com
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